
Take your learners from 
overwhelmed to optimistic in  
just a few clicks. As Gale’s 
largest periodical collection, 
Gale Academic OneFile can help 
them get there by pinpointing 
authoritative content directly 
related to what they are currently 
studying. They’ll have access 
to millions of articles from 
over 17,000 scholarly journals 
and other sources—including 
thousands of podcasts and videos. 
The result? Learning becomes 
less about searching for answers 
and more about finding them.

EQUIP 
RESEARCHERS 
WITH  
TRUSTED 
SOURCES

EMPOWER CURIOUS MINDS THROUGH 
GREATER UNDERSTANDING
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PROVIDE ACCESS TO RELEVANT CONTENT 
Periodical content is aligned to the curriculum for maximum impact in  
Gale Academic OneFile. Users can browse extensive coverage in these  
subject areas:  

Biology | Chemistry | Criminal Justice | Economics | Environmental Science 
History | Marketing | Political Science | Psychology

EXPLORE OPTIMIZED SEARCH RESULTS 
Full-text scholarly articles are discoverable with Google Scholar. Content is 
also highly findable via detailed indexing, discovery services, MARC records, 
and through Gale’s InterLink technology—which connects periodicals  
to eBook content. 

CONTINUE THE RESEARCH JOURNEY 
Additional content of interest is offered through the “Related Resources” 
feature, which recommends up to 12 articles that are similar to the  
document currently in view.
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THE POWER OF  
COLLABORATION
Extend the reach of your 
resources. Integrated  
G Suite for Education and 
Microsoft Office 365 tools  
enable users to easily share, 
save, and download content—
including highlights and notes.

SUPPORT DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING

ARTICLE- AND INTERFACE-LEVEL TRANSLATION
Deliver content in over 30 languages on screen, and read aloud 
with ReadSpeaker text-to-speech technology. Audio files can be 
downloaded and saved onto a mobile device.

CITATION TOOLS 
Integrated directly into the user’s workflow from single or multiple 
documents to services like EasyBib or NoodleTools. MLA, APA,  
and Chicago-style citations are supported.

TOPIC FINDER 
Expand and refine search results through this visual search tool 
that enables users to discover new topics and keywords. 

“IT’S ALL REALLY 
ABOUT EFFICIENCY 
 . . . STUDENTS WANT 
TO FIND EXACTLY 
WHAT THEY NEED, 
AS COMPLETE AS 
POSSIBLE, SO THEY 
DON’T FEEL LIKE 
THEY’RE WASTING 
THEIR TIME.” 
Gale Academic OneFile User 
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Accessing current, leading periodical content on a variety 
of subjects is a requirement for students, faculty, and 
any thorough researcher. Gale Academic OneFile provides 
scholarly, contemporary content aligned to their curricula.
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